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 Recorded in spectacular natural environments across the world, the instrumentation ranges from acoustic to electric. Whether
musicians are recording songs at home, in the studio, or on the road, the world's most expressive keyboard instruments inspire

songwriters and artists everywhere. The series was developed and created by co-host and founder, Gregg Goode, who co-
founded, co-produced, and co-engineered the hit TV show, "Songland" (NBC, 2017-18). An exciting new invention, the

KeyScriber® Keyboard brings the joy of keyboards to many new players of all ages and abilities. Accessible to everyone, no
prior keyboard experience is necessary to enjoy the feel and sound of a keyboard instrument in your hands. Featuring a

connected MP3 music player that you can take anywhere with you, the KeyScriber Keyboard is a smart and affordable digital
instrument that is fun to play, teaches music theory, and gives you direct feedback on your playing. It even responds to the

music you play. The irresistible Keysphere is a surprising new musical instrument that weaves together the magic of piano and
synthesizers to produce one of the most engaging and versatile musical instruments ever created. Keysphere's unique piano

sound is achieved by dual voice oscillators that play from different ranges within the same voice. The multiple voices provide
more tones, a larger scale range, and enhanced volume. Combined with dual synthesis and MIDI capabilities, Keysphere is easy

to play, simple to learn, and features a remarkable sonic palette that can be arranged to create practically any sound. Take a
break from the stresses of everyday life. The natural sound of the harp sets it apart as an instrument of contemplation and

inspiration, creating a place where you can let go and relax, while taking in the beauty of the natural world. Varying pitches,
sounds, and patterns create a unique environment that is full of beauty and soulful insight. The Annabelle Harp was inspired by
the legendary Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, one of the most prolific and beloved composers of all time. The Annabelle Harp is a

four-octave, hand-wound harp with resonant bass strings that takes its cues from the Mozart Lute, a hand-wound harp with
strings that range from treble to bass. Featuring a newly developed analog synth interface and speaker sound-bars, the Annabelle

Harp offers a broad sonic palette of warm, orchestral tones that is ideal for f3e1b3768c
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